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“Cole moved to town 6 years ago with a goal
in mind. He has earned it the old fashion way
by writing and singing his a-- off. I couldn’t
be more fired up for what is happening to him
with his new music. Get ready country music
fans, this music is fun!”
- Luke Bryan

“Cole Swindell...is ‘Chillin It’ this Summer at
Y100! WOW! Huge impact in just one week!”
– Jeff Garrison, KCYY/San Antonio

“I thought Cole was amazing in the conference
room. Then I saw him on the big stage, full
band. I need to invent the word up from
amazing! Superb songs, STAR power! “
– Mike Kennedy, KBEQ/Kansas City

“We went straight into Medium out of the box!
Cole is hot and all that is right and current with
our format!”
– Phathead, WJVC/Long Island

“Cole Swindell has what it takes to be our next
breakthrough star in country. This record is
just what people want to hear!”
– Jonathan Wilde, KWOF/Denver

“‘Chillin’ It’ is killin’ It everywhere, but we were
so impressed with the rest of the songs, that
we are really all in on Cole!”
– Nate Deaton, KRTY/San Jose

“To understand why this is a hit, you need
two things. Ears. Okay, even if one ear didn’t
work, you should still get it.”
– Gregg Swedberg, KEEY/Minneapolis

“Cole represents everything that is great about
our format. Great songwriter, great performer,
great with fans and great for Country Radio!”
– Steve Stewart, KSD/St. Louis

“This may well be the absolute biggest hit
of the second half of 2013. Remember this
moment, this song and Cole Swindell. It’s
pretty awesome to see an exciting new artist
flash a future that’s gonna be very special!”
– Travis Moon, KAJA/San Antonio

ONSTAGE
TO
ON-AIR
Inside The Artist To Air Personality Transition

T

erri Clark, Chuck Wicks, Sunny Sweeney
and Lee Ann Womack had never done radio
professionally, but each had exactly what
Cumulus and Blair Garner were looking for
when they developed America’s Morning Show for
WNSH/New York. And if getting an unproven artist
into the groove for morning visits during a short
radio tour is tough, imagine the adjustment to a full
time wakeup gig. And in the nation’s largest market,
at that. Country Aircheck sat down with three of the
four (Womack was on the road) to hear why they
did it, what they bring to the table and what they
think about waking up the Big Apple.
Country Aircheck: So let’s get right down to it. Who’s
a morning person and who’s not?
Terri Clark: I’m more of a morning person. Chuck
isn’t as much as Sunny and me are, but...
Chuck Wicks: I’ve become a morning person. I usually
only get up this early to go deer hunting and now it’s
to talk on the radio. But I haven’t missed a day.
TC: You’re listener hunting.
CW: I’ve never been late.
Sunny Sweeney: But they both drink Red Bull and
Redline, or whatever those drinks are.
So, we’re already throwing back energy shooters?
TC: Just one. And a cup of coffee or two cups of coffee, depending on the day. When I have caffeine, I get
extremely chatty.
SS: Time-wise, it’s been a 180 for me, because I normally go to sleep at 2 or 3 in the morning. Now I’m
getting up at 3 in the morning.
TC: I’m old. I go to sleep at 10 when I’m not doing
gigs. I’m asleep by 10 most of the time.

SS: I’ve never gone to sleep before like midnight in my
life. My body’s still adjusting two months later to the time
thing, but actually, the talking and functioning at 4 o’clock
in the morning is easier than I thought it would be.
How were each of you approached about doing
the show?
CW: For me, it started more than a year ago. Blair
has just been talking to me saying, “Man, you’re a
lot of fun. If I ever do something, I want you to be a
part of it.” It just kept escalating and when this show
came about, he was like, “Hey, I really want to talk to
you. An opportunity came up that I think you’d be
perfect for. I think we’d get along great.” It was a big
no-brainer for me because it’s easy to do it with him
off-air and on-air.
TC: This all came down in six weeks for me. I didn’t
really have a lot of time to think about it. My manager
Clarence Spalding called and said there might be an
opportunity at radio. John Dickey had told Kix Brooks
they were putting together a morning show for New

York and that Blair had been looking for one more
person. Kix told John he thought I would be great
for it. I don’t even know if John knew I already had
a rapport with Blair, but I had known him for years
from his After MidNite days. I got on the phone with
Blair and we talked through it and it just sounded like
something fun. I had been putting it out to God or
the universe or whatever for the past few years that
something would come along that was more multimedia-faceted that would give me a chance to branch out
and expand my brand from what it is musically. So,
this was really a great opportunity.
SS: I was at dinner with Blair one night and he said
he had something he wanted to talk to me about and
[told me about the show]. Then I went and told my
manager and he and Blair did the whole business side
of it. I just thought it sounded like a good way to, like
Terri said, brand ourselves differently and still be able
to continue doing what we’re doing.
TC: Reba’s been a master at that, you know? She has
mastered the art of rebranding herself for years and
years and years. She had a clothing line and her TV
show and movies and yet, she always goes back to
making records. She’s still Reba, a country artist, at
the end of the day. We’re seeing an opportunity to
grow and expand and do something like that on a
smaller scale.
Did radio play a big part in your life growing up and did
that make this opportunity that more appealing?
SS: We only had a few stations where I’m from in
East Texas. There were a couple of Country stations
and a Rock station. I wasn’t allowed to listen to the
Rock station, so I listened to Country, mostly KYKX/
Longview. When I moved away from home, I was like
“Oh my god, there’s like a whole world out here! It’s
not just Country radio.” So it’s kind of cool, because
I’m coming back full-circle to Country radio now.
TC: The AM station in my hometown of Medicine Hat
was CHAT radio. That’s how I learned about Reba,
The Judds and [Ricky] Skaggs, who were current at
the time. I absolutely began this love affair/obsession
with the country music that was coming out of Nashville. Radio had a huge part in forming who I became
as an artist, and on the radio eventually, too.
CW: What I knew about country music came from
radio. Country radio was all we’d listen to on the farm
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Do you spend a lot of time with each other off the air?
TC: We haven’t yet.
CW: Sadly, we have group texting.
SS: We actually have emoticon texting. We usually
don’t even use words.
TC: We go our separate ways on weekends because
that’s when we’re trying either to be artists or have
a life. After we get off the air, it’s just about trying to
take care of stuff until you have to go to bed at 6pm.

Onstage To On-Air

Did you practice at all before going on the air for the
first time, or did you just jump in the room and go
for it?
TC: We did dry runs for three or four weeks.
CW: We started dry runs in the middle of the CMA
Music Festival. We all told Blair, “Really?” That’s when
we’re the busiest. But it actually got us pretty stoked
and ready to go.
TC: And he had us in at 4:30! I mean there was no
pretending. No mercy from Blair.
CW: I feel bad for the girls because I just throw on a
hat, t-shirt and jeans.
TC: Thank you, Chuck.
SS: That’s the first time you’ve expressed any sadness.
CW: I feel bad for Sunny and Terri, and Blair, too,
because he puts on make-up. (Laughter) I mean, they
have to get up and get ready!
TC: The way to do it is bring your make-up case with
you. Give me 10 minutes before a camera is going to be
on me and I’ll go to the bathroom and put on my makeup while you’re playing 8,000 Randy Houser songs.

in Smyrna, DE. My dad got me into it. I used to imitate guys like Joe Diffie and Tracy Lawrence. Diamond
Rio’s early records were my absolute favorites. I heard
it all because of the radio.
TC: I was on a first name basis with all the DJs on our
local station because they’d hear my voice and go,
“Is this Terri? Yes, we’ll play Reba.” I was probably
13-years-old. I used to babysit their kids! I actually
played at the Legion with one of them who had a
band on the side, and he helped get me started in my
hometown in some talent contest. Ron Larson and
The Westernaires. Ron Larson was his on-air name,
but that’s the group I played with. Jim Deuce was
another. I looked after his kids who are now having
kids of their own. And he lived right down the street.
I actually went out on a date with one of the DJs a
couple times when I got older. I was like 18 or 19.
SS: Eww, creeper!
TC: No, he was really, really young. He did nights.
He was only two years older than me or something.
We’re still friends. But yeah, I’ve definitely got a radio
fascination of some kind. But I never thought I’d end
up on the radio doing something like this.
SS: Yeah, this was way out of left field.
CW: I didn’t even know I was going to be a singer.
How do you view this job in relation to your music career? Are they similar or completely different animals?
TC: I’m looking at it like a completely separate thing. I
didn’t go into this expecting any kind of extra anything, musically. It’s really a whole other entity.
CW: We treat this as a morning show. We’re on a talk
show that talks to New York City. We talk to the country
music fan. We may be different from others in what we
can bring to the table because of what we’ve experienced in music – that’s unique. The days of being onedimensional are over. There’s more opportunity now
than there’s ever been for artists to branch out and do
other things, such as being judges and being on reality
television shows, or being on Dancing With The Stars.
What are each of your commitments to the show?
SS: We got hired and it was “artist-first” because that’s
what we are. So, they’re being supportive in letting us
play shows.
TC: We get vacation time like a real job and it is a real
job. My commitment is three days a week on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday. Chuck and Sunny’s is five
days. It’s a little easier for me to scoot out and do gigs
than it is for Sunny and Chuck, but it’s a commitment.
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It’s not flighty. We don’t show up when we want to.
You have to let them know what’s going on. Everyone
has to communicate about schedules, because the
listeners become dependent on hearing a certain person on a certain day. Lee Ann Womack’s commitment
is for Fridays.
CW: [News anchor] Robin Meade is on-set at HLN
and I’m not discouraging that job because she’s also
doing this job. There are so many people in America
that have several jobs. My mom and dad both work
two and three jobs, and they treat each job as a different identity because it is. We love this job, but when
we leave, Sunny goes to write, I go to write, Terri goes
to write. We’re all weekend road warriors. We just
have more than one job now.
TC: And all of our significant others are in other
states, so trying to juggle all of that [is tough]. Sunny’s
from Austin and Chuck’s fiancée is in a different state.
The challenge is finding time to nurture a personal
life, because we’re trying to be artists and writers and
gigging and now this.
SS: It’s like four full-time jobs!
Each of you have known Blair for a while, but how
well did you know each other before the show?
CW: Well I opened up for Terri Clark about three or
four years ago and she totally didn’t remember me.
TC: Yeah, whatever.
CW: She was like “Oh, you did? Where was it?” It was
New Year’s Eve at Sea World, but that’s fine.
TC: Sea World?! The first time I met Chuck was at
Tootsie’s Orchard Lounge in 2007. I had a little too
much to drink and I just couldn’t take my hands off
him, because he was so cute. I was just like, “You are
so good looking,” and his girlfriend was giving me
the stink-eye the entire time. Then we lived in the
same apartment building for about six months or
so. I kept running into him in the elevator when I
looked like crap, of course, because that’s what happens. He would take his cute little dogs out to walk.
And I had never met Sunny in my life. Blair introduced us sort of by osmosis. He would tell me a lot
about her personality.
SS: Other people told me for years that [Terri] and I
would get along. My biggest pet peeve is when people
go, “Oh my god, you’re so going to get along with
her.” And I’m like, “Probably not.” But then we met. It
was the first day, and it was like she was my sister.
TC: So, we’ve all formed a chemistry that’s hard to
come by, but very naturally and very quickly.

And where does the feedback and direction for you
on the show come from?
TC: Mike McVay listens and gives Blair some feedback, and then Blair shares what he feels is pertinent
to the overall vibe of the show with us, whether it’s
what we can do better or to remember to not talk
over one another.
CW: It comes from all different directions. Cumulus
is really embracing this morning show, so it’s coming
from John Dickey, Mike McVay, people in the room
and fans via Twitter and all the socials. We just take
it all in and adjust to it. Blair made it very clear that
we’re a brand new morning show and that we’re going to have our kinks to work out, but he reminds us
that we’re doing a great job and to keep on going. It’s
a very supportive surrounding.
Do you do aircheck sessions or critique yourselves?
TC: No. I can’t stand the sound of my voice.
SS: I can’t either.
TC: I can’t stand the sound of her voice either, so I
just don’t listen to us. (Laughter) You know I’m kidding. Please put that in the right context.
SS: That’s the funniest thing you’ve ever said. (Laughter)
CW: Do you notice that they’re starting to laugh the same?
SS: She does a perfect imitation of my laugh and
she does it so good that it scares me. Even my mom
turned on the radio the other day and goes, “I honestly could not tell if that was her making fun of you
or if it was you.” She does it so well.
Have you listened to a lot of radio morning shows
outside of the show?
TC: Before we got this show, I listened to a talk show
on [Classic Rock KQRS/Minneapolis]. It’s a Cumulus
station [and the show] has four hosts - one female
and three males. Tom Barnard is the name of the lead
host. We are way cleaner than them. You would not
believe what they get away with saying on that station.
I just sit there with my mouth gaping open.
Is listening to other shows something you’ve been
encouraged to do?
TC: No. I just naturally listened to it because I spend
a lot of time there. I wanted to hear the dynamic and
how they talk. We play a lot more music than them
though. This is obviously more current country and
mainstream stuff.
SS: I haven’t listened intentionally because I figure Blair
is the one to tell us what we’re doing wrong and right
because he’s the radio guy. It’s the same kind of thing
as with my band. I don’t tell them what to play, but I tell
them I don’t like that or change that or something. And
then it becomes what I want. We do what Blair says to do.
Is there anything about doing the show that
surprised you?
CW: I was surprised at the amount of prep that Blair
has to do.
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Blair Breaks Down The Team

N

ext time you’re out with a few of your
best friends, take a moment to look
around and imagine what it might
be like to do a morning show with them.
Scary thought? It certainly wasn’t for Blair
Garner. Laughing until it hurts, sibling-like
rivalries and unbridled honesty is exactly the
way he likes it.
It’s like a dinner party. You have different people
from different areas of your life that get along well with
each other. That was the basic idea when we started
talking about who we wanted to reach out to. We also
wanted to make sure that everyone had their own
Blair Garner
opinion, their own point of view and that they were
respectful of other people’s opinions. I didn’t want to be
surrounded by a bunch of people that would just say
yes and laugh at everything, because that’s not authentic and that’s not where radio
is today. It’s about communication and also entertainment.
We wanted authenticity and passion. These are guys who are in the thick of the
country life group when they go out on weekends and who know what resonates with
people who love this music. And they’re passionate about it, just like the listeners.
Chuck Wicks is kind of the bouncy little 14-year-old brother that you can’t
keep seated. He kind of keeps needling the girls like, “Come on, I gotta make you
laugh!” He’s one of the funniest people that I’ve ever met, and thankfully that all

TC: Oh, he’s up way before we are.
SS: He gets up at 1:30!
CW: Honestly, I think we have it easy because all we
have to do is show up and be ourselves.
TC: We’re the talking heads. Furbies! (Laughter)
CW: But Blair? That guy is a workaholic, man. We show
up and we’re under his stick, and he guides us well.
To what degree do you know what each show or segment will cover?
TC: He doesn’t like to give away too much off the air,
because he wants to get our responses to something
and be authentic and genuine with it on the air. So,

translates on-air. We also make fun of the fact that he’s the pretty boy. We learned
that at our first station event. The girls just fall all over themselves when they see
him and meet him. He’s also a guy who is about to begin his life as a married
man. It’s all that with − and I say this lovingly − the goofiness that’s just Chuck.
Terri Clark is the kind of person that everyone at a party tends to gravitate
toward, because she’s the ball of fire. Her enthusiasm and quick-witted, selfdeprecating humor is infectious to the point that you find yourself laughing
until your stomach hurts. Her filter setting is perhaps a little lower than other
people’s might be, but that’s one of the things that provides color in the program, and I love the fact that she’s so willing to go there. You can always tell
when Terri’s in the room, because she puts everyone in a good mood. She’s
my sister by another mother.
The same could be said of Sunny Sweeney. She’s one of the most talented
girls that I’ve ever known. She’s this Texas girl with a clear voice and clear pointof-view who’s never forgotten where she comes from and is extremely intuitive
and she just says it the way that she feels it. Either they are that way or they’re not.
Lee Ann Womack brings to the table an incredible amount of success, and
life experience as a woman who has juggled motherhood and lots of other
things that our target listeners are thinking about. She has done it all, from
“I Hope You Dance” to singing the theme to Berenstain Bears. She’s one of a
kind; a class act, through and through.
So everyone brings different elements, but also passion and the authenticity. We’re pulling back the curtain for our listeners and they’re getting to see the
inside world of what it really means to be a singer who’s out on the road, who’s
putting music out and meeting the fans. You also wonder what these people are
like in their private moments. You’re lucky if you catch an interview with them on
your local station, much less getting to spend every single day with them.

important. If he came in and wasn’t consistent, we
wouldn’t be consistent and the morning show would be
all over the place. He’s really the captain of everything.
How hard has it been to drop bad moods or to keep
other parts of your life from interfering with your
performance on the show?
TC: Today was my roughest day since the show started
because I did shows in Seattle and Edmonton and flew
back yesterday and didn’t get home until last night. So
the time change was tough. But when we walk in that
room, we’re entertaining people, a million people, and
you have to really put it aside and power through it.

Onstage To On-Air
a lot of times, if somebody brings something up, he
goes, “Wait, zip it! Save it for on-air,” and we’ll just
stop talking about it.
Has anything surprised you about working with Blair?
TC: I’m not surprised, but I’m more pleasantly
amazed at how good he is at what he does. I really
admire people who are the best in their field and he
really is. There’s a reason he’s going to be in the [National Radio] Hall of Fame.
CW: He’s very consistent. He comes in with a good
energy every morning, which rubs off on us and that’s

SS: A million-point-two!
TC: It’s four hours and you’ve got to leave it outside
the room and come in and do your job. Then you can
go home and bitch at somebody else on the phone or
something, but you can’t do it in there.
Do you see yourselves as filling any specific roles on
the show?
SS: People have pinpointed Chuck as being sort of the
“little brother.” It’s not myself and Terri making him
do that, it’s just the way he is with us.
CW: I’m naturally immature.

SS: If you say “no,” then he just picks at you more, you
know? So there’s a natural chemistry with stuff like
that that’s forming already.
TC: I want to bring sexy back. (Laughter)
SS: But she forgot her receipt. (Laughter) That was
a joke I put on Twitter. I said I was trying to bring
sexy back, but I forgot the receipt. (Laughter)
What are the benefits of being new to the profession
and at the same time, on such a high-profile show?
SS: I think it’s a huge compliment since it’s never
been done with three artists.
TC: It makes it authentic, because we’re not so trained to
say a certain thing. We’re more off-the-cuff because…
CW: We don’t know any better.
TC: They just want us to bring ourselves to it. Blair wants
us to be who we are on the air, I mean, within reason.
New York City, for many radio people, is the pinnacle.
Since you’re new to it, do you truly understand how
big a deal it is to be on the air there, and on the first
big Country station there in so many years?
TC: Yeah, we do.
SS: We get it.
CW: We totally understand. Honestly, I think we would be
cracking more under pressure if Blair wasn’t here with us.
SS: He’s holding the whole thing together like glue.
TC: It’s the biggest media market in the world. So,
if we can continue to represent country music in
New York City as we are and as on-air personalities...
CW: That’s pretty cool, man. 		
CAC
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ST. JUDE RADIO
25 YEARS STRONG

“The programming, sales and community benefits genera
ted by the
St. Jude event will pay you back ten-fold in your market.
”
— Tim Roberts, WYCD, Detroit
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“Positives flow to stations airing the St. Jude event.”
— Larry Rosin, Edison Research
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“The St. Jude event is our ‘Super Bowl’ and a big reason for our
continued ratings success.”
–– Travis Moon, KAJA, San Antonio
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Marconi
Finalists
A

s in years past, Country is well represented in this year’s class of
Marconi Awards finalists. Bestowed by the National Association of
Broadcasters for excellence in broadcasting, the Marconi acknowledges
ratings success, awards and community service. Several of this year’s
finalists are profiled below.
Personality finalists Chris
Carr & Company (WUBE/Cincinnati), Cornbread (WIL/St. Louis); Laurie
DeYoung (WPOC/Balitmore); Roger Todd, Tom O’Brien, Melissa Moran
and DJ Trucker (WPCV/Lakeland); Brian Gary, Todd Harding and Susan Moore (KUAD/Fort Collins), Mark Ericson and Karen Kiley (WOKQ/
Portsmouth, NH); and stations KCLR/Columbia, MO, WKDZ/Cadiz, KY
and WGSQ/Cookeville, TN were all recently profiled in previous issues.

Pedal To The Medal
Country Station: KKBQ/Houston
It’s been a record year for KKBQ/Houston. The station has posted best-ever shares in multiple
demos, and taken more than a few turns with fellow Marconi finalist WUSN/Chicago in being the
format’s cume leader. If you suspect it’s because everything is bigger in Texas, you’re only partially
right. PD Johnny Chiang would add something about having the best team in Texas, and probably
anywhere else:
People are always asking what the secret weapon or the silver bullet is. It’s just
that we’ve built a team on this radio station I compare to the St. Louis Cardinals
or the New England Patriots. There are no stars, but everybody puts the team first
and puts the health of the radio station first. A lot of us are friends away from the
station, too. We hang out. When the morning show goes on vacation, the rest of
us sort of feel weird. It’s like, “Shoot! Who am I going to go have a drink with or
smoke a cigar with?” And everyone’s unique.

[Middayer] Christi Brooks is also my APD/MD. She’s a homegrown Houston
cowgirl and a Country P1 who knows the market because she is the market. She is
36 with three kids all under the age of five – she’s our target. The morning show
is Tim Tuttle, Kevin Kline and Erica Rico. I actually hired Tim and Kevin from an
Alternative station, and the addition of Erica Rico has really solidified the morning
show. And everything I said about Christi, I can say about Erica, except that she
adds a different dimension by being Hispanic. That works well in Houston. She
wasn’t born in Texas, but in Arizona, which is another cowboy/cowgirl state, so she
fits right in. And my right hand is [Dir./Marketing] Lisa Searcy.
Then there’s Cactus Jack, our afternoon guy. You might know him as Jack Da Wack
from WHTZ (Z100)/New York. The guy’s a radio legend and should get his own Marconi. And he doesn’t have a diva bone in his body. He’s always the first one to volunteer to represent the station at any event without being paid. He’s the first one to step
up if someone needs help. So, if anyone gives me attitude, I just look at them in the eye
and ask, “Do you think Cactus Jack would be saying that right now?” That’s the single
most important thing he does for me, and he does it without knowing it.
We hit some serious milestones this year. 2011 was the best year in the history of the
station in the Country format when you average its 13 books. But last year, we beat that
by a tenth of a point! This year has just been off the charts. And we’ve been keeping it
up with our rank. We’ve managed to stay in the top five every book. When I came to
the station nine years ago, we were celebrating making the top 12. Things are certainly
a lot better now. Christi Brooks, Cactus Jack, Tim Tuttle and Kevin Kline were here for
the dark days, so they appreciate all this more than you can imagine. They see that staying on task and on strategy is paying off.
I was knocked out of my chair when I got the e-mail that we were up for the
Marconi. We were all blown away. I’ve programmed several different formats and
this is the single highest honor that we can get in radio content. [If we win], I want
to smile, give some high fives and celebrate for a day somehow, but that’s it. I don’t
want to get drunk on the celebration. I’m deathly afraid of complacency. I’m so
superstitious! We’re all of the same mindset – it’s pedal to the metal.
All In A Day’s Work: PD Johnny Chiang gathers his staff for A Day In The
Country 2013, featuring the Eli Young Band, Easton Corbin, Joe Nichols,
Brett Eldredge and others. Pictured (l-r) are the station’s Katelyn Maida,
Cactus Jack, Linda V, Lisa Searcy, Christi Brooks, Michele Fisher, Pat Middleton, Chiang, Kevin Kline, Erica Rico, Tim Tuttle, Mark Krieschen and Al Farb.

Team Building
Country Station: WDSY/Pittsburgh
When you run into WDSY PD Mark Anderson, it’s very possible you’ll find him singing
the praises of his staff. And why not? It’s been an incredible year for the station. When Country Aircheck caught up with him, the conversation again turned to his people, the community
his station serves and just what being a Marconi finalist means for everyone involved.
We’ve had some amazing experiences this year: Our first ACM Station Of The
Year nomination in anyone’s memory, our first-ever No. 1 total audience ranking in June and now a Marconi nomination. The Marconis are such a big deal.
We’re all walking a few inches off the ground, to be honest.
Bringing Jimmy & Monty In The Morning back together and back home to Y108 last
year really got the ball rolling. [Middayer] Ally has been absolutely on fire this year; she
creates a great at-work party each and every day. And [afternooner] Stoney Richards
makes you cooler just by being around him and his pure charm. Wookie moved up to
nights last year and embodies the heart and soul of this station.
One of the best acquisitions in the past year was [Dir./Promotions]
Jeff Davidson, who is strong enough to program major stations. He cooks
up a lot of fun promotions and adds a lot of laughter to the halls. [Dir./
Production] Mary Ann Ritchey makes the spots sound great, [weekenders] Charlie Mitchell, Dan Simon, and Heather Meyers are all weekdaycaliber talent, and [Pres./Market Manager] Michael Young has created a
culture of being good to one another, doing great work, and having fun,
all with an eye toward community service.
Bittersweet in this area is our friend [Dir./Creative Services] Drake
Donovan, who has made Y108 sound so great over the years. He’s in the
process of leaving us to focus on his growing voiceover empire. We’re
sad to see him go.
There were a lot of great times in the last year, but our teddy bear drive

[following the Newtown tragedy] was special. Jeff Davidson has family near Newtown
and he moved quickly to organize the drive so first responders could use them to
comfort children both in Newtown and here. The objective was to fill our performance studio, the Baierl Acura Theater, with teddy bears. We even renamed it
“Bear-L Acura Theater.” Over just a few days, 6,000 flooded in. It was quite a visual.
Also in the last year, Jimmy & Monty had over 1.6 million votes cast for their
Lenten season “Fish Fry Tour.” It’s super-local and somewhat unique to Pittsburgh,
which is heavily Catholic. And our St. Jude Radiothon grew by 35% this year.
Localism and service are very important to CBS Radio, and Team Y108 does it so well.
This group is winning because we are at the perfect intersection of a hot format, great
people doing great things and strong ties to the communities we serve built by earning
the trust of our listener family for 44 years.
A couple of years ago, I asked this team to believe in themselves and run head-first
into new territory that was unfamiliar, possibly uncomfortable, and downright scary. I
hope that this nomination helps them feel validated. Challenging themselves, taking
intelligent risks, and putting in all of those early morning, late night, weekend, and
holiday hours has built this brand into something special and I’m proud to serve alongside them. And we congratulate our fellow nominees, especially our CBS Radio friends.

Soldier’s On: Staffers with Vince Gill ahead of the Y108 Soldier Salute. Pictured (l-r) are the station’s Drake Donovan,
Mark Anderson and Stoney Richards, Gill, and the station’s
Ally, Monty, Jeff Davidson, Sam Wockley and Jimmy Roach.
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celebrating 8 years of hits
THANK YOU COUNTRY RADIO!!!

Real. Chicago. Real Chicago.
Country Station: WUSN/Chicago

If you want to understand what Chicago is all about, you might want to spend some time
listening to WUSN. Nearly everyone on its staff – from PD Jeff Kapugi to his air staff – are
through-and-through Chi-towners. And Job One for all of them is to make sure it comes across
in everything they do. Kapugi, who first joined the station nearly two years ago, walks us
through the uniqueness that is WUSN.
It’s really difficult to express in 200 words or less what your radio station does
each year, so the [Marconi submission] is one of the more challenging ones. We
kind of throw up a bunch of things that we think we’ve done well during the year
on the wall, and then do a lot of word-crafting and word-counting. We were really
excited when we heard that we were among the finalists, but there are four other
great radio stations in the group. We’re just excited to be included.
When you listen to US99.5, you know that you’re in Chicago. The talent
were born in or around here, they understand the area and they know what
our listeners are going through everyday. [Morning host] Ramblin’ Ray and
I actually went to college together here 25 or 30 years ago. He’s a born-andraised West Chicago boy, and this is really the only radio station he’s worked
at in his career. [Morning co-host] Lisa Dent was born and raised in Rock-

Teaching To The Choir
Small Market Personality:
Alex & Cora, WAXX/Eau Claire, WI
There’s lots of talk in radio about being “real” and “community-driven.” WAXX/Eau
Claire, WI morning-teamers Alex & Cora are unique examples of both qualities. It turns out
that commanding a classroom full of 10-year-olds is perfect practice for commanding a radio
audience. And when the phrase “getting out in the community” is taken literally, the sky appears to be the limit.
Alex: The cool part of this story with Cora and I is how we found her. We were
looking for a co-host and really wanted to make it as local a search as possible.
So instead of doing the usual radio thing where people send tapes and resumes
and end up with someone from Fayetteville, AR, we did an American Idol kind of
thing with what we called the “Meet Your Neighbors Search.” We probably had 100
people from just our area who wanted to be co-host before narrowing it down to 20
from all walks of life. Each did one morning with me before we narrowed it down
to four, who each then did a week on the air. We did it all by listener-voting and
Cora was the winner. And we’ve been doing this together for
about a year now.
Besties: Alex &
Cora: I actually have a degree in teaching and was teachCora celebrate
ing the fourth grade, though I had been in the Army and
their win for
done some broadcasting then. So, I’d always had an interest
Best Medium
in radio and when this opportunity came up, I just decided
Market Mornto go for it. Teaching the fourth grade has definitely preing Show from
pared me for dealing with Alex every day.
the Wisconsin
A: It works because we trust each other. She knows I’m
Broadcasters
not going to hang her out to dry, I’m not going to embarAssociation this
rass her and I’m not going to ask her something that’s not
past Spring.
in her wheelhouse. We’re a team. No one’s here to be the
star, be the funniest one or get the last word. It’s a team effort and we both have that trust in each other.
C: Plus we don’t come in and only see each other during the three hours that we
do the morning show. We collaborate on other things outside of the show and we
make sure to spend spare time together to get a feel for and to understand each
other. That’s been important.
A: And WAXX has a huge coverage area; it’s one of the biggest signals in the
country and on one of the tallest towers in the country. We get calls sometimes
from places in our listening area that we’ve sometimes never heard of, so we’ve
made a point to get to know people in those towns by building on the “Meet Your
Neighbors Search” we did to find Cora. On Fridays, we’ll pick three towns and
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ford, IL before she went on a radio tour that ended back here about a decade
or so ago. Trish Biondo is a homegrown Southsider and this is the only station
she’s ever worked at. [Afternoon host] Drew Walker is from Indiana originally, but has spent most of his life here. Though I’m from here, I worked in
a lot of markets before Chicago and it takes a lot of time to get up-to-speed as
a PD, much less an air talent. They’re communicating with the audience every
day and you just can’t sound like an idiot. So we put a big emphasis on [local]
engagement.
We try to find that community angle with most everything we do. Our involvement with St. Jude is an example. They just started the St. Jude walk in Chicago
this past year, and they did it in downtown Chicago, as well as in the suburbs.
There were actually two walks going on concurrently and we had half our air
talent participating downtown and the other half out in Lombard. Jason Aldean’s
concert at Wrigley Field is another great example. It’s awesome that country
music is put on such a big stage, and we were obviously able to participate in a
big way – including our own parking lot party. We featured a local cover band,
then Thomas Rhett came out and did a couple songs for us, too. We had a
couple-thousand people hanging and drinking beer with us before the show, and
our jocks were out glad-handing people. It was a very engaging event that we’re
proud of – not to mention the big one that followed when 35,000 people filed
in to see Jason Aldean. We always work to find the best way to put a local spin on
things and to sound like we are Chicago.
We’ve been doing country music on 99.5 for almost 32 years now and it’s always
had good perception. It’s a very heritage radio station with a lot of tenure. But you
don’t want a radio station to become old and legendary, you want to keep evolving
with the ever-growing audience. And I think that’s what we’ve done.
US Still: WUSN/Chicago staffers with Arista’s The Henningsens at a
station-hosted backstage barbecue on the Windy City stop of Brad
Paisley’s Beat This Summer Tour. Pictured (l-r) are ‘USN’s Drew Walker
and Trish Biondo, Aaron, Clara and Brian Henningsen, and the station’s Marci Braun and Jeff Kapugi.

ask people to send us good places to eat and good picture spots in those towns. It
sounds simple enough, but it really helps us get a picture in our mind of who we’re
talking to there and it helps us connect with those people.
C: To be doing this for a year and to be complimented on the chemistry and the
show is just unbelievable. [Being a Marconi finalist] is such an honor, especially
with the way that we were put together.
A: People who aren’t in radio know of the Marconi, even if they don’t fully
understand the significance of it. My family and I recently had a get-together and
I explained it by saying that this is like the Oscars for radio. We don’t do this for
pats on the back or anything like that, but it would be nice to be recognized with
something as prestigious as a Marconi.

“If the upcoming
Music

Country “The most important and visible “He put that charisma on display

Association

(CMA) ambassador from Nashville to before a rollicking and sold-

awards have any doubts who the American mainstream.”

out horde on Friday night at

deserves

Verizon Wireless Amphitheater

for

to

and

be

nominated

subsequently

win

“Entertainer of the Year” for
the second consecutive year, all
they need to see is a highlight
reel of Blake Shelton’s Sunday
night concert at Jones Beach,
New York.”
— Markos Papadatos
The Digital Journal

— The New York Times

“Blake Shelton has been one
of country music’s biggest stars
over the past decade.”

with a “Ten Times Crazier” tour
that proved he’s a headliner
well-worth his top billing...
(There’s a reason he’s country
music’s reigning male vocalist

— Rolling Stone and entertainer of the year.)”
— Amanda St. Amand
STL Today

Taking Care Of Business
Small Market Personality:
Monk & Kelly, WGSQ/Cookeville, TN
Things are good in Cookeville, TN. Cookeville Communications’ WGSQ is up for a Marconi for Country Station Of The Year for the first time. Right across the hall, Top 40 sister
WKSW is up for the same award in its own format for the third time. And if you happen
to wonder why this small-town broadcaster is getting so much attention, you probably want
to talk to ‘GSQ’s Monk & Kelly. The husband and wife morning team found themselves
among this year’s Marconi finalists, for the second time in their careers.
M: I knew exactly what I wanted to be when I was six years old. We had a trundle bed
with a clock radio on it that you could set to fall asleep to. I would listen to Top 40
WPRO/Providence and think, “Man I would love to do that.” That’s how it started.
K: I was at Syracuse University and thinking I wanted to go into magazine writing,
but I also liked acting. I knew that I was going to have to make a choice between
one or the other, or at least that’s what I thought. Then a friend of a friend
walked me through a radio station. I was like, “Wait a minute. I can write and I
can perform all in one place? How cool is that?”

M: And we’re married, so I can call her “honey” and it’s
What Awesome
Looks Like:
not an HR issue! Isn’t that awesome?
K: That makes it more natural. We trust each other, and trust Monk & Kelly
with the
is so huge when it comes to how a morning show performs.
Tennessee Tech
M: And it’s easy to have specific roles; I’m just a typical guy.
Golden Eagle.
K: And I’m a typical female. John will make comments that
most of the guys in our audience would be thinking.
M: I’m the idiot on the show, basically, and she’s the one that kind of
brings it together.
K: I try to be the sweet force of reason.
M: Early on in our career, we weren’t sure-footed and didn’t know where
we were supposed to go, so we threw everything up on the wall just to see
what kind of mud would stick. The good part of that is the willingness to
throw everything out there and throw caution to the wind. Being in the
GM’s office from time to time helped us find the right balance, though!
K: We knew we had something that gelled well. It dawned on us when
everyone was waiting for the birth of our first kid while working together at a station in Fresno.
M: Nurses at the hospital made a quilt of their old jeans and they had it
ready to hand to me after our son was born.
K: They stitched it together. He still has it! It’s times like that you realize it’s
working. We’re not afraid to share our real life on the radio. I’d say that’s the
biggest thing – you have to be willing to open a vein for your listeners.
M: And this is a tremendous radio station with a tremendous past and
many tremendous personalities who came before
Blue Bangs:
us. It’s one of the greatest radio stations we’ve ever
Monk (r) &
worked for. It’s funny because we’re still friendly with
Kelly do a
folks that have been here before and occasionally
little clowning around at we’ll bump into them at different functions. They’re
recent station always like, “Hey you guys! Are you taking care of
event.
Cookeville?” You bet we are.

Field To Fork Country
Small Market Personality:
Susan Littlefield, KZEN/Columbus, NE

They Call Me The Firewoman: An ag reporter’s
work is never done as Rising City Volunteer Fire
Department Captain Susan Littlefield gets to
work. (Below) Littlefield gives former Nebraska
State Senator Arnie Stuthman a lift during the
annual KZEN Tractor Ride.
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In rural Nebraska, being a successful Country station
can mean much more than music and well-executed air
shifts. Delivering agriculture and information reports
can be as important a part of being “personality” and
every bit as important as the morning, midday and afternoon talents. Susan Littlefield has been delivering farm
and ag news and handling an occasional midday shift
on KZEN/Nebraska for years. Farmers turn to her to help
manage their livelihoods and the community depends on
her to stay safe. All feel like they know her.
To be honest, I never expected to see my name
on that list. This is the first time I ever entered. My
OM told me, “You need to do this.” So, they sat
down, did it and sent it off. I didn’t even know I
had been named a finalist until I started getting
emails from a lot of people inside our company.
One of our guys is a real joker and when
he told me, I said, “Yeah, right.” Then
he sent me a copy of Country Aircheck and I couldn’t believe it. Just
to see my name among all those
other finalists and be on that same
level is just so cool.
I’ve always worked for a Country radio station and in describing
my role I’ve always liked to say
that if you’ve ever put a fork
in your mouth, you’re a
part of agriculture. And
I’m very fortunate to
work for a station that
strongly believes in
agriculture and what
it means and how it
effects rural communities. Community
involvement is really
important. We do a
program called “Feed

The Farmer” where for eight weeks in the Spring
and again in the Fall, I pick a different ag producer
every Friday. Then I go out to each and spend a big
part of the day with them. We get to make them the
center of attention for a little while and share a great
meal and talk about farming and agriculture. I’m a
firefighter and EMT as well, so I get out in the community a lot.
The tornado of 2006 showed how important our
reports are to the community. I live in a little town
called Surprise and – surprise – we got hit with an
F2 tornado on Sept. 15. It’s a town of 42 people and
luckily there were only five in town because it was
a Friday night and there were two home football
games in the two neighboring towns. I live about
a mile out and was on storm-watch that night, so I
called-in to the radio station to describe what I was
seeing. People who heard our reports were able to
take cover. I still get goose bumps thinking about
the ability to go on the air, talk about it and warn
people. I was also able to call the communications
director for the governor and tell them that we
had been hit by a tornado. He then immediately
contacted the governor to let him know. It was
funny because it wasn’t until the next morning that
the state’s emergency management arm called the
governor to give him the news. It was the coolest
thing that the governor was able to say he already
knew because he’d heard it the night before. It just
goes to show the importance of what we do.
I used to work at WNAX-AM/Yankton, SD
and when I think of the Marconi, I immediately
think of [1992 Small Market Personality winner]
Wynn Speece. Wynn was known as “The Neighbor Lady” and everybody looked to her for information. She was such a trailblazer for women
in radio and especially in small markets. To say
that I might follow in the footsteps of someone
like her is incredible.
CAC

“KISS YOU THERE”
billboard
-

country weekly
clay hunnicut

executive vp of programming / clear channel media + entertainment

john marks

siriusXM - director of country programming

Selfie

31
POWER

O

Tell us about
your

ur annual ranking of airplay leaders turns inward
this year, as the Power 31 were asked to share a
lesson they’ve learned about themselves over the
course of their careers. Continuing the theme, we led
them into a realm dominated by adolescent girls by asking for
a cell phone selfie instead of the standard industry headshot.
As always, the rankings were compiled by asking Country
Aircheck readers to select executives with the most influ-

1

Scott Borchetta

ence over airplay decisions. Repeating in the top spot for
the fifth time is Big Machine Label Group’s Scott Borchetta,
though the tabulation was quite close with new No. 2 Mike
Dungan from Universal. Five new names join the ranking
this year – SiriusXM’s John Marks, WKLB/Boston’s Mike
Brophey, Albright & O’Malley & Brenner’s Becky Brenner,
WUSN/Chicago’s Marci Braun and Cumulus’ John Dickey,
who earns the highest debut.

3

Clay Hunnicutt

Big Machine Label Group President/CEO
Among the greatest lessons I have learned is to sign/
hire the best artists and executives I can find and
provide the arena for them to do their best work. I’ve
never been afraid of someone smarter or better, as I learn from
them every day.

With wife Wendy in Sedona, AZ.
Clear Channel
EVP/Programming
Be as direct as possible. I burned
myself as an OM at one point because I
wasn’t up-front and direct with one of my
PDs. We were stepping around each other,
getting frustrated, and no one was communicating. It wasn’t good for either one of
us, and once we were direct with each other
it was a much more productive relationship where we both prospered. It just really
taught me to deal with things head on, be
respectful, be specific, but always be direct so
people know what you mean, where we’re
going, what to expect, and why. I try to live by
that every day. My wife often jokes that I crave conflict, and maybe I do a little – and that can be very
constructive. But it really is about dealing with the tough things so we can move on, get to the good
stuff and all be highly successful.

4

John Esposito

Warner Music Nashville
President
One of the greatest lessons, and I have
to thank my father for this, is simply to be
good at listening. One can never underestimate the power of just being a good
listener. Everyone loves it when you allow
them to get their point across without interrupting them,
and when you give them feedback that shows that you
understood their point. As one of my dearest friends and
a Warner colleague says, “Lead with an open mind, an
attentive ear and an understanding heart.”
I also learned long ago that a team needs a leader
who’s consistent in every way. No one wants to guess
how you would react to things ... it’s so much easier for
them if they know “this is how Espo would react,” which
is probably helpful self-prevention for a lot of them!

2

Mike Dungan

Universal Music Group Nashville
Chairman/CEO
I’ve learned that I cannot always lead with
my heart. I am not personally responsible
for everyone’s happiness and well-being. I can do
only what I can do. I cannot out-market the music, I
cannot put your business on a smooth path to success, I cannot fix your marriage. While tending to the
needs and insecurities of others is a noble and worthy
thing to do, in the end it is that person’s responsibility
to look in the mirror, dig deep and figure it out.

5

Jeff Kapugi

CBS Radio VP/Country
WUSN/Chicago PD
Treat people the way you hope to be
treated in return. Surround yourself
with good people and let them do the
job you hired them to do, because you
can’t do it all yourself, and my way
isn’t the only way. You have two ears
and one mouth for a reason. Take it
all in before responding and your first
thought isn’t always your best thought.
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6

Jaye Albright

Albright & O’Malley & Brenner Consulting Partner
People and relationships matter more than anything.
The kindness that Becky Brenner, Mike O’Malley, Brad
Paisley, Bob Shannon, the Conclave
Board and Taylor Swift took in July to
At Yellowstone
make my Rockwell Award ceremony
River Falls.
a once-in-a-lifetime experience is just
the latest undeniable example. Busy
people stopping for a few moments
to make someone else feel supported
and recognized. That’s what it’s all
about. Radio is a people business. My
experience has been that the more you
give, the more comes back to you in so
many surprising, wonderful ways.

Jon Loba

Broken Bow Music Group SVP/Label Group
Brad Howell used to say about me, “You don’t know
how to say no. You want to say yes to everyone”. I fought that characterization for years, but finally have come to grips with the fact he
was right. I try to say yes whenever I can, whether it’s a meeting request,
a staff need or something for a friend or family. That can get me in trouble
sometimes, mainly with my wife who never sees me because of my propensity to
overcommit to others.

7

Gary Overton

Sony Music Nashville
Chairman/CEO
Speed. Most times it’s best to move
as quickly as possible in the task
at hand. We thereby can beat the
competition, capitalize in the moment, have spontaneous passionate
enthusiasm, etc. That’s a lot of fun. I
really like that – especially when it’s
about great new music. But I have
also learned that it is sometimes best
to slow the process down a little. Let
it breathe. Doing this sometimes allows for new perspectives, ideas and
opportunities to arise which wouldn’t
have otherwise. This is true both
on the creative side as well as in business dealings. It may not be as much fun,
and slowing down is against my nature, but it is very satisfying when you’ve given
something some time and you win.

8

Doug Montgomery

Clear Channel Premium Choice PD, CC/Grand Rapids OM
I’ve learned that I can’t do it all and have to trust the talented people
around me to get things done. I have to delegate and also trust them to
find their own way to get the job done.
For instance, I’ve got imaging people
who want to work from midnight to
3am rather than during office hours.
So, I let them be their artistic selves and
try not to micromanage the process.

12

Johnny
Chiang

With APD/MD
Christi Brooks.

OM/PD
KKBQ/Houston
Admit you don’t know
everything. Once you
accept that, figure out
what you’re not good
at, then surround
yourself with people
who are good at those
things. As a leader,
always give credit and
accept blame, not the
other way around.

13

Gregg
Swedberg

9

Jimmy Harnen

Republic Nashville President/
Big Machine Label Group EVP
Take what you do seriously, but yourself
lightly.

14

10

Mike Curb

Royce
Risser

UMG Nashville
SVP/Promotion
I’ve learned that in order
to be great at work, I
need to be even greater
at home. That, for me,
is the key to keeping my
sanity, being effective,
having fun, and hopefully
being a good leader. My
father taught me this by
example and it motivates
me every day. (I sure miss
him). The most difficult
aspect of course is going crazy hard at work,
coming home exhausted,
and knowing I need to be
“present” with my family,
when everything in me
wants to disengage.
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Clear Channel/
Minneapolis OM, KEEY PD
I used to be a lot more negative. I used to always look
for the dark cloud. There’s
always going to be someone
trying to tear you down, or
take something that’s yours,
or shoot at you. I wasted a lot
of time on the negative – I try not to do that so much now. If you try and do good,
people tend to respond positively. Kind of weird that something your parents said
all along turns out to be true, but I’m a little slow sometimes.

With Mason,
Raleigh and
Walker.

Curb Records
Chairman
The most important lesson I’ve
learned is to be aware of areas where I can improve, not
only myself, but improve our
company by being surrounded
by positive people who cause
us to constantly improve. The
other important thing I’ve
learned during the 50 years
that I’ve been in the record
business is to always be thinking about where you want to
be this time next year and to
have a future five-year plan
that also involves giving as
much money as possible back
to your community so that
those who are less fortunate
or those who want to succeed
have the opportunity to, one
day, reach their goals.

With grandson
Carter Curb Childress.

OUR
AFFILIATES
keep saying
the nicest
things!
“Bob Kingsley is a WGNA family
member. CT40’s weekly contribution
is critical to the continued success
of WGNA. Wherever I have been,
Bob has always been an important
part of my programming lineup.”

Stephen Giuttari —Operations Manager
WGNA/Albany, NY

“2013 is a celebration of 50 years for KSON, and the celebration wouldn’t be complete without CT40
and Bob as part of our heritage.”

Kevin Callahan —Program Director
KSON/San Diego, CA

“Bob Kingsley’s Country Top 40 performs so well for us on the weekends, that we have added a
second airplay of it each week.”

Brian Thomas —VP of Programming
WQYK/Tampa, FL

A heartfelt appreciation from the entire CT40 team.
BOB KINGSLEY, Executive Producer and Host

Shawn Studer | 817.599.4099 x 2238
A D S A L E S : Eileen Decker | 212.419.2887
A F F I L I AT E S A L E S :
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Joel Raab

Joel Raab Associates Country Programming Consultants
I have learned to trust my instincts, and to have the confiPOWER
dence to call things as I see them, even if it hurts. To be supportive,
to contribute, and to be present. To not waste others’ time. To focus
on my clients’ needs, not on my own concerns of the day. To find
the best idea
and run with it,
even if it’s not mine.
To delegate, and to
delegate to the best person
for that task. To be inclusive –
great things happen in teams.
To try something new, to get
out of my comfort zone, and to
not be afraid to fail. Compromise isn’t failure; it’s moving
the ball forward and showing
that you can work with others.
To make sure that the listeners
are the number one priority,
which takes courage.
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Chris Stacey

Warner Music Nashville SVP/Promotion
You may not be the smartest player in the game, but if you work your ass
off, you can still win. Also, I will never give up. Ever. Finally, if you love your team and the
people you work with, it doesn’t have to feel like work (I actually learned that from Espo).

Carson
“The Shark”
James.

16

John Dickey

Cumulus Media Partners
Co-COO & EVP
The power of persuasion only goes so far. There
are limits to the gift of persuasion. And I don’t
look bad in cowboy boots.

20

Carson James

With wife Haley.
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Steve
Hodges

Capitol
SVP/Promotion
I have been able to totally
trust my instincts on people.
I’ve been lucky enough to
have established a fantastic
group of music professionals on the Capitol promotion staff. I could walk away
today and that staff would
continue to fire on all cylinders. (Hey Dungan, don’t
read too much into that!)

18

Jack Purcell

Big Machine SVP/Promotion
We’ve all experienced great career highs and lows – learn
from the missed “shots,” but don’t dwell. You get over them by looking
forward. At the end of the day, I like to remind myself and others to be
your genuine self. Prepare for the task at hand. Deliver with integrity. And
communicate in your own style and manner. We are all uniquely different,
creative and special creatures. That’s what makes life, and this industry,
interesting and entertaining.

BBR Music Group SVP/Promotion
I can’t hear a demo. That’s really bad for me because I was
a musician on the road for 11 years and pride myself on having great
ears. But I can’t hear a demo. I have to hear a full master, for the most
part. That’s hard to admit for someone in the music business.

21

With “cousin” Justin.

Mike Moore

Entercom
VP/Country, KWJJ/
Portland PD
The lesson I have
learned over and
over again is that I
am only as good as
the people I have
on my team. Any
success I have enjoyed over the years
has come from hiring the right people
and helping them
perform at their
highest level.

22

Jeff Solima

New Revolution
Hitsquad
Promotions
Principle
One thing I’ve
learned is that
during adverse
conditions, I am at
my best.
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a new kInd of countRy
Be A PArt Of the SucceSS

top RankInGs:
Austin/KASE-FM
Ft. Pierce/WAVW-FM
Muskegon/WMUS-FM
St. Louis/KSD -FM
Wichita/KZSN-FM
Beaumont/KYKR -FM
Tuscaloosa/WTXT-FM
Rochester MN/KMFX-FM
Bismarck/KQDY-FM
Harrisonburg/WKCY-FM
Grand Forks/KSNR -FM
Cheyenne/KOLZ-FM
Nashville/WSIX-FM
Colorado Springs/KCCY-FM
Cedar Rapids/KKSY-FM
Albany GA/WOBB -FM

#1
#1
#1
#2
#2
#2
#2
#2
#2
#2
#2
#2
#3
#3
#3
#3

Recent Guests Include:
Lu k e B r y a n
Carrie Underwood
Jason Aldean
Keith Urban
Jake Owen

B r a d Pa i s l e y
T h e B a n d Pe r r y
Kenny Chesney
Lady Antebellum
Randy Houser

Source: Arbitron, MSA SP ‘13 or PPM Jul ‘13, Exact Times,
AQH Rank W18-49 or A18-49 or W25-54 or A25-54.

212.896.5263
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Keith Gale

RCA SVP/
Promotion
The one lesson I can definitely offer is just how fortunate
I am to have the staff around me
that I do. Josh, Dan, Matt, Liz, Larry,
Bubba and Parker are each talented
and brilliant in their own unique ways.
I have learned more lessons from them
than I can count, and I continue to learn
from them. I have learned to value
and appreciate these moments in time
we share, the battles we fight and the
victories we celebrate – always knowing
that we look out for each other. The RCA
Records label is special because of them.

24

Lesly
Tyson

With
wife Lori.
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Tim
Roberts

OM/PD
WYCD/Detroit
I’ve learned to keep the
job as fun as possible
at all times. That’s what
makes me come back
every day. Creativity is
the backbone of everything we do, and always
relates to fun. Also, I’m
naturally impatient, so
learning patience was a
big deal and has helped
me. And getting to know
the people you work
with and capitalizing on
their strengths is a lot of
fun and will really help
your team.
Wife Gretchen and
son Kellan.

Arista VP/Promotion
The greatest lesson I have
learned in my career is how
important it is to surround
yourself with incredible people who you trust,
respect, are eager to learn
from and work with. We all
have our strong and weak
qualities, and I have learned
that I am best working as a
team with amazing people.
I wake up every day and
get to promote awesome
music with Jenny Shearin,
Jeri Cooper, John Sigler,
Ryan Dokke, Andy Elliott, Ali
O’Connell, Lauren Thomas,
Keith Gale, Norbert Nix and
Gary Overton. And in that, I
am blessed far beyond what
I deserve.

25

Travis Moon

KAJA/San Antonio PD
It is all about the challenge and
the people I get to work with. It’s not about
anything else. I’ve been fortunate to work
with some very special people and I had the
opportunity to work with those same people
on some very exciting challenges. There’s a
quote (author unknown) that I’ve found to
be a foundational guidepost for me since
my college radio days and it hasn’t failed
me yet: “Excellence is the result of caring
more than others think is wise, risking more
than others think is safe, dreaming more
than others think is practical and expecting
more than others think is possible.”

26

John
Marks

SiriusXM
Sr. Dir./Country
Programming
You can never go wrong
by simply being nice to
somebody.

29

Shane
Allen

UMG
Nashville VP/Promotion
I’ve learned that authenticity is far more important than politics, setting
aside time for family and
friends is always a key
to true success ... and
the best airport restroom
is currently in ChicagoMidway, next to the
interfaith chapel.

30

Becky
Brenner

Albright &
O’Malley & Brenner
Consulting Partner
No matter how much you want
the whole world to like you
and everyone to “just get along,”
sometimes you have to give up
and not take it personally.

27

Mike
Brophey

WKLB/Boston PD
Over the years – about 40
of them in terms of radio – I
figure the biggest lesson is
that I start with the assumption that everyone else is
right, even if I don’t believe
it. I think it makes me more
open minded. I use that
philosophy with everything
but music! There are a lot
of right ways to accomplish
a task and reach a goal.
We try to keep that in mind
around the station; let people’s talents blossom and
the results are surprising.
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Marci
Braun

APD/MD
WUSN/Chicago
The greatest lesson is to
listen. Listen to those around
you. Learn how our industry
is continually changing and
evolving. You can learn from
anyone and everyone – from
the intern who pops in your
office because she’s excited
about an up-and-coming
artist she’s been following, to
your boss who’s teaching you
how to improve ratings. Listen to the music. Listen loud!
Two other things: Don’t fly
hungover. Don’t take the first
flight out of BNA Saturday
morning after CRS. Those
two things may or may not
be related.
CAC

I

t’s the meatiest time of year as labels prepare
to serve up their big mack daddies and hot new
menu items. Sandwiched between radio play and

album sales with touring on the side, these are the
single, album and artist priorities radio can expect
to see through the final three months of 2013.

Arista

Craig Campbell continues to go “Outta My
Head” from his Never Regret album, with
a follow-up expected towards the end of
the year. “We have several big announcements pending that will all take place in
the fourth quarter as well,” says label Pres.
Michael Powers, alluding to working with
Disney Music Group Nashville to launch
the country music career of ABC Family’s
Pretty Little Liars actress Lucy Hale.

Brad Paisley hopes to change the
world with the third single from Wheelhouse, or does he? “I Can’t Change The
World” is at radio now. Maybe Paisley’s
CMA Awards co-host Carrie Underwood can change the world by blowing out yet another hit from her 2012
release Blown Away. Or maybe she’ll
just change the Von Trapp family by
playing Maria in NBC-TV’s live telecast
of The Sound Of Music. Family band
The Henningsens yearn for the top 15
“American Beautiful” follow-up “I Miss
You” to hit. And Jerrod Niemann wants
to “Drink To That All Night.” “It’s a
huge tempo record with a fresh sound
and driving chorus,” says VP/Promo
Lesly Tyson. “A perfect way for Jerrod
to launch this incredible new album.”

Black River

Lucy Hale

Average Joes

The AJE team plans to help Colt
Ford reach his destination with “Drivin’
Around Song” featuring Jason Aldean.
Ford will be touring with Florida
Georgia Line in the fall. The label also

celebrates its fifth anniversary with the
re-release of Ford’s first album Ride
Through The Country. The deluxe edition features John Anderson, Wynonna,
Joe Diffie, Ronnie Dunn and more.
The Lacs’ are crackin’ with third album
Loud Ass Crackers. “Best Seat In The
House” hopes to give LoCash Cowboys the view they’re looking for. VP/
Promo & Marketing Tony Morreale
says, “LoCash show a side of themselves that might be overlooked by the
casual observer. It’s a moving song that
you’ve got to hear to appreciate.” The
introduction of newcomer JJ Lawhorn
continues as they prepare for his big
push in early 2014.

Big Machine

Danielle Bradbery

 	 While Taylor Swift wraps her Red Tour
stateside with three sold-out Music City
show and heads to Australia and New
Zealand for the remainder of the year,
“Red” continues to intensify at home.
Tim McGraw wants a three-peat with
“Southern Girl” making back-to-backto-back No. 1 singles from Two Lanes Of
Freedom. He’ll be back in Las Vegas with

wife Faith Hill in October for a Soul2Soul
encore. Laura Bell Bundy steps into
the Country dance music market with
“Two Step.” NBC-TV’s The Voice winner
Danielle Bradbery works “The Heart
Of Dixie” with a full-length album set
for November. VP/Promo & Media
Strategy John Zarling says, “The single
will remain Big Machine’s No. 1 new artist priority through the rest of the year.
She’s filling a void in the format with a
straight-ahead, unabashed, traditional
country song from a female artist.” A
third installment of the soundtrack for
ABC-TV’s Nashville will have songs from
the drama’s stars launching weekly on
iTunes. And Rascal Flatts send out their
lead single from a new album due early
in 2014. Howard Benson is producing.

Bigger Picture

“Cut Me Some Slack,” sings Chris
Janson, hoping the new single from his
current EP isn’t giving anyone a hard
time. The song and his first single “Better I
Don’t” are available on an iTunes EP now,
with the full-length album available late
in the fourth quarter. Janson’s label-mate

The Journey (Livin’ Hits) by Craig
Morgan travels through updated
versions of ... his hits, and began its
journey earlier this month. Among
the four new songs is current single
“Wake Up Lovin’ You.” ABC-TV’s
Dancing With The Stars champ Kellie
Pickler waltzes with her label debut
in November. The album features
“Someone Somewhere Tonight” and
latest single “Little Bit Gypsy.” VP/
Promo Bill Macky says, “It really
showcases Kellie’s amazing vocals
and personality.”

Broken Bow

Jason Aldean’s “Night Train” plows
full steam ahead into the fall. His
Sanford Stadium show will get a full-set
encore on DVD as Night Train To Georgia
hits stores Oct. 15. Dustin Lynch is
“Wild On Your Smile” as he travels the
Light The Fuse Tour with Keith Urban
and Little Big Town. “One of the most
interesting things we’ve seen,” says
SVP/Promo Carson James, “is fans are
truly getting there early to see Dustin.”
Kristy Lee Cook’s “Wherever Love
Goes” features Randy Houser. “Two of
the most dynamic voices in the format,”
James says. “I’d put her up against anybody. And she’s a true P1 Country fan.”

Capitol

ACM Entertainer of the Year Luke
Bryan keeps crashing the party this
fall with “That’s My Kind Of Night,”
while Keith Urban lights another
single from Fuse called “We Were
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Fourth Quarter Preview
Us” featuring Miranda Lambert.
Lady Antebellum will offer a TBD
third single from Golden. Jon Pardi
continues to stay “Up All Night” and
Darius Rucker’s “Radio” is ... still
working at radio. Dierks Bentley will
let go with “I’ll Hold On” from the
upcoming Riser.

Cold River

“Katie Armiger’s audience continues
to grow and she is preparing to release
her most personal and impacting single
to date,” says Pres. Pete O’Heeron. Her
current album is Fall Into Me, which
debuted at No. 7.

Columbia

The source of Tyler Farr’s “Redneck
Crazy”-ness will be made available with
the release of his full-length LP Sept. 9.
Up-and-comer Leah Turner debuts her
single “Take The Keys” Oct. 7.

American Young

also part of Chevrolet’s new Silverado
campaign. Hoge’s album Never Give In
revs up Oct. 15.

Curb

 	 Lee Brice plans to release another
single from Hard To Love while headlining The Otherside Tour this fall. “Love Is
War” goes to battle to introduce new
duo American Young. Their debut
album, produced by label-mate Brice
along with AY’s Jon Stone and Justin
Niebank, will be here early in 2014.
Promo honcho Mike Rogers says,
“Andy Gibson will continue to be busy
at radio with new music and we’re set
to deliver new music from Rodney
Atkins in October.”

EMI Nashville

Brothers Osborne go there with “Let’s
Go There.” “It’s the gateway to the rest
of the album,” says vocalist TJ Osborne,
referencing their planned 2014 debut.
“It has echoes of rock, blues, folk and
country, all of the elements on our album
wrapped into one song.” TJ’s brother
John Osborne adds, “It’s got cowbell!”
Eric Church is in the studio with producer
Jay Joyce recording a new album. The
first single is expected late fall. And look
for The Bluegrass Album from Alan Jackson
Sept. 24.

Flying Island

A self-titled album release from
Gwen Sebastian comes out Sept. 24 with
“Suitcase” continuing to unpack itself
through the fall. Ty Herndon’s Kickstarter-funded project will be released Oct.
22, led by “Lies I Told Myself” Sept. 17.
Herndon also has a plan to use fan photos in his “Lies” video. He and Sebastian
will perform at Gaylord Opryland’s A
Not So Silent Night concert Nov. 22-23,
with Herndon hosting. Ray Scott will roll
out a new single from his album Rayality,
while beginning work on a new album.

Leah Turner

Crescendo

Ashley Monroe’s critically acclaimed
Like A Rose album offers “Weed Instead
Of Roses,” a song Artist Dev. Exec.
Pamela Newman describes as “a hilariously clever love song with a twist about
putting the zing back into a relationship stuck in the doldrums.” Will Hoge,
the writer behind Eli Young Band’s
“Even If It Breaks Your Heart” takes
the spotlight with “Strong,” which is

HitShop

Natalie Stovall And The Drive

Brothers Osborne

Ronnie Dunn will “Kiss You There”
when the label partners with Little Will-E
Records for the release of Country This
Nov. 12. Pres. Skip Bishop says the lead
track “wouldn’t be out of place alongside Luke Bryan or Florida Georgia
Line’s latest.” Expect Weston Burt to
“Smile That Smile” this fall. “It’s Going
Down Tonight” with The Lost Trailers
& Friends as the song is theme for Dial
Global’s Sunday Night Football hosted
by Kevin Harlan and Boomer Esiason,
Bishop says, “You’ll hear that catchy little
monster all season.” Newcomers Natalie
Stovall And The Drive will finish an
album with producer Paul Worley. The
“country Shakira,” as Bishop puts it, “will
rock your country ass to the core.”

MCA

With his single “I Believe” out now,
George Strait is working on new material as he saddles up for the final leg
of the Cowboy Rides Away Tour in 2014.
Gary Allan is on the road in support of
Set You Free, with the third single from
that album, “It Ain’t The Whiskey,”
coming soon. Kip Moore is putting the
finishing touches on his sophomore album with the lead single expected this
fall. “Whatever She’s Got” is what David
Nail has, along with plans for his third
album in 2014. Look for new music
from Drake White, as well.

Mercury

Sugarland’s Jennifer Nettles is “That
Girl,” the one with a solo album due
early next year. Billy Currington presents the title track from his upcoming
album We Are Tonight. Easton Corbin
will have a new single this fall, while
Chris Stapleton is visiting radio asking
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Fourth Quarter Preview
Gold arrives in time for Christmas with
what Gale calls “a next level collection
of songs.” Sara Evans comes back fast
with a track called “Slow Me Down.”
Keith Urban joins Miranda Lambert for
a big event record that will precede a
debut single from Lambert’s forthcoming album. And Bush Hawg will be the
new artist priority for the rest of the
year. “Every artist on the roster has
had at least one No. 1 single, many of
them have had lots of No. 1 singles,”
says Gale. “It’s only a matter of time for
Bush Hawg to be getting theirs.”

Red Bow

everybody, “What Are You Listening
To?” Look for the third single from
Kacey Musgraves as she gears up to hit
the road with Lady Antebellum and Kip
Moore this fall. Scotty McCreery wants
to continue with “See You Tonight”
leading up to the Oct. 24 release of his
new album by the same title.

It’s always “Sunny And 75” with Joe
Nichols making his label debut. You’ll
hear Crickets produced by Derek George
and Mickey Jack Cones Oct. 8. Eighteen
year-old singer-songwriter Rachel Farley
has new material on deck, and Carson
James calls her a “songwriting and
singing phenom who sees the world
in a special way.” New signee Chase
Bryant impressed BBR Music Group
Pres./Owner Benny Brown so much
that he granted permission for Bryant
to co-produce his own debut. “I can’t
begin to tell you how hard Benny is on
producers,” James says. “He’s just been
so in love with all of Chase’s demos ...
it’s an anomaly.” Keep your ears open
for it towards the end of the year.

Momentum

Republic Nashville

Chris Stapleton

“The No. 1 priority this fall is Rachele
Lynae,” says Managing Partner Jimmy
Murphy. Her new single is on the way
as well as a “six pack” EP and Christmas duet with Jamie O’Neal. “While
it remains daunting to break a female
artist in this format,” Murphy says, “we
are extremely encouraged by the growing acceptance at radio and subsequent
expanding fan base.”

Nine North/Turnpike

 	 Through a partnership with RideNHigh Records, the label will release
the debut single from Colton James,
“Granny With A Gold Tooth.” Heaven
Records’ Erica Nicole offers a follow
up to “Better Beer” with “Daughter Of
The Revolution.” “You Give Me That”
is what Brandon Hamilton gives radio
this fall. Label Pres. Larry Pareigis says,
“Turnpike is working with Sony Legacy
on To All The Girls, a Willie Nelson duets
album with ‘From Here To The Moon
And Back’ as the first single from Willie
with Dolly Parton.” The album will also
include songs with Carrie Underwood,
Miranda Lambert and others.

NBC-TV’s The Voice winner Cassadee
Pope is “Wasting All These Tears” at
radio leading up the the Oct. 8 release
of her debut album Frame By Frame.
“The single is just a glimpse into an
album packed with radio hits,” says VP/
Promo Matthew Hargis. “Not only does
it showcase Cassadee’s amazing pitchperfect voice, but her strong songwriting
ability, as well.” Pope’s journey will be
documented by the CMT series Cassadee Pope: Frame by Frame beginning
Oct. 4. The Eli Young Band continue
getting “Drunk Last Night” from their
sophomore album. The Band Perry’s
“Don’t Let Me Be Lonely” will keep you
company as the third track from their
sophomore release Pioneer. Florida Georgia Line continue to cruise with “Round
Here,” with more to come from their
platinum-plus Here’s To The Good Times.
Krystal
Keith

Ocala Records

The Florida-based label has new singles on the way from Kelly Parkes and
The Wheeler Sisters. Mike Borchetta
says, “We’re back and forth to Nashville on a monthly basis and we’re
working on a new television show that
will introduce new acts.” Borchetta
also has plans to announce a project
from a “longtime, well-known Spanish artist” this fall, and has designed
a promotional campaign to support a
new album from Tommy Roe with the
single “Memphis Me.”

RCA

 	 Chris Young’s new album A.M.
has “Aw Naw” at FM now with “plenty
more hits to follow,” says SVPP Keith
Gale. There’s more on the way from
Love And Theft. Jake Owen’s Days Of
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Sidewalk

“Dylan Scott and Morgan Frazier
are the focus,” says promo head Larry
Hughes. Scott’s “Makin’ This Boy Go
Crazy” gained fans from an inclusion in
the Official 2013 ACM Awards ‘ZinePak, a
two-disc compilation available exclusively at Walmart. Meanwhile, Frazier’s
“Hey Bully” got a big push after being
used by the anti-bullying organization
Stand For The Silent.

Stoney Creek

SVP/Promo Carson James says,
“Carolina” by Parmalee “should have
died five times, but it just keeps exploding.” “Everything I Shouldn’t Be
Thinking About” is a no-brainer for
Thompson Square while they’re out
on Luke Bryan’s Dirt Road Diaries Tour.
A music video for the T2 track, James
says, “is really sexy.” An introduction to
Lindsay Ell is coming in October with
“Trippin’ On Us” and dates opening
for The Band Perry. “She’s a smoking
guitar player with an interesting voice,”
says James. “Very different from other
females out there.”

Show Dog-Universal

Toby Keith has Drinks After Work
on Oct. 29 with the title track already
toasting the chart. VP/Promo Tom
Baldrica says, “The Big Dog Daddy
has got himself another hit!” There’s
“A Cold Beer With Your Name On
It” from Josh Thompson as he heads
out on the Off The Beaten Path Tour
for 54 dates with pals Justin Moore

Me” and duets with Miranda Lambert
and Charlie Daniels. The reaction
to “It Goes Like This” from Thomas
Rhett helped name the album It Goes
Like This. It’s due Oct. 28, right about
the same time he wraps his opening act
duties on Jason Aldean’s Night Train
Tour. Brantley Gilbert is working on
Halfway To Heaven’s follow up and will
offer its first single this fall. Since coming off the road from Tim McGraw’s
Two Lanes Of Freedom Tour, “BG has
been writing up a storm,” says VP/Promo George Briner. “He’s been known
to sneak a PD/MD or two onboard the
bus post-show to hear some of these
tasty new tracks.” An introduction to
former NBC-TV’s The Voice contestant
RaeLynn is on the way. “You’ve never
heard or experienced anything like
RaeLynn,” says Briner. “Get ready!”

WMN

Blake Shelton’s “Mine Would Be
You” is rolling from Based On A True Story, with plenty more from that album to
come. Shelton continues his Ten Times
Crazier Tour this fall, as well as keeping
up his chair-turning duties on the fifth
season of NBC-TV’s The Voice. Everybody gets why Hunter Hayes teamed
with Jason Mraz for “Everybody’s Got
Somebody But Me.” Hayes hits the road
this fall on his first headlining tour with
opening act Ashley Monroe and has
plans for a new album in 2014. “Don’t
Ya” wanna know what’s next from Brett
Eldredge? His debut album Bring You
Back has more in store and in demand
Cole Swindell

Southern Ground

VP/Promo Chuck Swaney says the
“female-friendly” single “Sweet Annie”
from Zac Brown Band gets the attention
as it closes out their Grammy Awardwinning album Uncaged. ZBB hosts the
Southern Ground Music & Food Festival in
Nashville and Charleston, SC this fall
while recording their new album due in
2014.

Streamsound

Austin Webb gains traction as he continues to “Slip On By” with his new single.
Dakota Bradley has “Somethin’ Like
Somethin’” out now, with something else
on the way soon. And there’s also a promise of new material from Jaida Dreyer
as label honcho Mike Culotta keeps the
troops focused for the fall.

Tenacity

Jason Mitchell will “Stomp” and SVP/
Promo Tim McFadden says, “There’s
nothing else like it on the radio. We
love that!” Bill Gentry gets it going with
“Get It, Get It.” Taylor Made is out of
West Virginia and on their way. On the
business front, the label has formed a
“strategic partnership” with CO5 to begin rolling out more new artists this fall.

The Talent Associates

Quarterback

Go long ... this label wants you
wide open for the single debut from
One Night Rodeo this fall. Also, Tyler
Barham, who racked up eight millionplus YouTube views, works his single
“17 & Young.”

and Randy Houser. Krystal Keith is
currently showing radio how to “Get
Your Redneck On” after racking up
more than 1.2 million views with
“Daddy Dance With Me” on YouTube.
Baldrica says, “She’s ready to carry on
the family tradition.” Joel Crouse has
some “If You Want Some.” He’s fresh
off the road from opening for Taylor
Swift. Crouse heads back out this fall
for dates with Darius Rucker and The
Band Perry.

CEO John Ettinger touts 100,000
downloads and counting for Blackjack
Billy’s “The Booze Cruise” as he preps
for what he says will be the real debut
single from the guys. “Country radio
really hasn’t had much chance to get
to know them,” Ettinger explains. “We
look at the fall as the perfect opportunity for Rob, Noll, Jeff, Patrick and Brad
to get out there and say hello.” Expect
a single from Matt Gary, who has been
hard at work in the studio with producer Scott Cook (engineer for Florida
Georgia Line and Jake Owen). Emerson
Drive continues to tour behind their
album Roll featuring “She’s My Kind Of
Crazy.”

Valory

Justin Moore’s Off The Beaten Path
and on the right track with current
single “Point At You” and more wellreviewed cuts including “One Dirt
Road,” “That’s How I Know You Love

since building up his awareness level
as opener for Taylor Swift, Miranda
Lambert and Dierks Bentley this past
year. Nine-time Grammy award winner Sheryl Crow is working “Easy” and
will continue with its follow up from
the album Feels Like Home. Newcomer
Cole Swindell sold 150,000 copies of
his single “Chillin’ It” before he joined
the roster. “Now it’s time to provide gas
for the rocket ship as Cole heads out to
radio to meet everyone this fall,” says
SVP/Promo Chris Stacey.

W.A.R.

Expect Charlie Worsham to follow
up “Could It Be” with another track
from Rubberband. “I Hope It Rains”
airplay for Jana Kramer as she continues dates on Blake Shelton’s Ten
Times Crazier Tour. Frankie Ballard has
a “Helluva Life” out there and ... “this
single is on pace to be the biggest
song of his young career,” Stacey says.
Gloriana are in the studio working on
new music with a new single expected
in early 2014. Open up your conference room doors for Dan + Shay as the
new duo heads out on their first radio
tour. “This is some of the freshest,
most exciting new music I’ve heard,”
Staceysays. “It needs to be on the radio
sooner than later!”
CAC

John
Dickey

Taking Country
Vertical

A

lready a formidable player in Country with more than 80 stations in the format, Cumulus Media Partners asserted itself
further with the January launch of WNSH/New York. The
flagship for its Nash-FM brand of stations and multi-media offerings,
WNSH signifies a focus on the genre that is being spearheaded in
many ways by Co-COO and EVP John Dickey. Serving in the latter role
since 2000, Dickey was named Co-COO in 2007. Prior stops include
Stratford and serving as a PD for Midwestern Broadcasting. Below, he
explains his vision for radio, his involvement in music decisions and
Cumulus’ strategies for content creation and, specifically, Nash.
Country Aircheck: How does Cumulus view the radio business today?
John Dickey: The business itself isn’t fundamentally changing – it’s
always been relevant and it’s always been a great and very efficient
reach and frequency medium. And it’s going through a very healthy,
encouraging transformation. People who have been placing a lot
more focus on mobile are finally realizing our portability. There’s a
huge demand for mobile advertising and people are realizing that
radio really is a very viable, large-scale mobile medium.
We’re in the audio content business and radio stations have
been the primary distribution,
but that is changing over to
other forms, including mobile.
That’s encouraging to people
who look at the scale companies in our business now have.
They’re starting to appreciate the platform’s diversity and flexibility, and our ability to serve up their message in a variety of
different ways – ways they probably didn’t realize previously.
There are a lot of companies that have large valuations
based on the promise of doing what radio has been doing well
for a lot of years, which is delivering a very large audience. As
an industry we’re reaching 95% of the population, a number
that hasn’t shrunk demonstrably over the last 10, 15 or 20 years.
There are over a billion radios out there, and the number is
growing. This is a ubiquitous, relevant and immediate medium.
Through technology, it’s now a medium that has the ability to
serve its message and interact with its listeners in a very intimate
and focused way. So, I’m greatly encouraged about radio based
on what I’m seeing, and how people are viewing radio and content platforms like Cumulus.
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“

We’re
positioning
Cumulus as
the leader
in audio
content and
doing some
great things
in some
specific
content
verticals
like
Country
and the
Nash brand.

”

It’s almost full-circle. Radio really exploded in the ’50s when the
transistor radio made it portable.
That’s right. And it really is about portability. Radio is an out-ofhome medium, and as our company grows on the content side and
really focuses on becoming the largest audio content provider, we have
the ability to deliver great content through different portals in a space
that is exceptionally hot. Look at the valuation of Facebook and some of these
other businesses as they’re serving up ads and presenting a viable mobile
strategy to Madison Avenue. We now have the ability to do that. We just have to
take advantage of it.
Cumulus stations have apps, and your stations are part of Clear Channel’s iHeartRadio platform. What is your position on FM chips in smartphones?
The smartphone is certainly a big part of it, but it’s really about wireless. It’s about
the increasing affordability of internet access, which allows more people than ever
to stream our products on a smartphone, tablet or desktop, whether they’re at home
or in the car. It’s about creating a mobile experience and making our medium and
our brands totally portable and accessible in real time. Podcasting and other things
add a time shifting aspect to what we do and will prove to be effective as well, but it’s
branded content that ultimately is going to carry radio forward and separate us from
everybody else in the world trying to do what we do. Branded content that attracts
large groups of people is where the value is created – something radio has been doing
very well for a lot of years. I don’t see anybody coming in and disrupting that.
Some question the validity of that model in today’s world.
There are a lot of naysayers, but most of these other models – including Pandora and others like it – are serving up an experience for one person.
Radio is a one-to-many model, which allows us to have very unique
relationships in multiple cities across the country with tens of millions of people. It’s just a question of how that’s harnessed through
technology and, ultimately, how that model is brought to bear on the
huge transfer of dollars into digital. Give or take, 20% of all dollars
are being spent in that direction and it’s growing rapidly. We’ve got to
do a better job of playing for that money. The great news is radio is ideally situated
for that. As we continue to scale through consolidation, as these platforms emerge,
as we’re able to go out and tell that story and make the technology investments behind that story, you’re going to see the radio business catching another big wave and
transforming in a good way.
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Is radio moving toward more nationally branded
audio content than we’ve seen recently?
There is a premium on content and a premium on
companies with the resources to develop and invest in
content. That doesn’t necessarily mean it has to be a
nationally syndicated model. It could be a local effort
and the nurturing of local talent. It’s about finding,
developing and nurturing that talent. It then becomes
about finding different ways to amortize that investment locally, regionally or nationally.
A perfect example is Paul Finebaum, a great local
talent in Birmingham. Paul was scaled regionally and
now he’s been picked up by ESPN. We’ve got the relationship on the radio side with his brand and he’s go-

of our stations will convert to that. I’ve said that
very publicly from the beginning. We’ve got some
great brands that we’ll continue to invest in and
strengthen them in their markets. But we have
other stations with brands that don’t have the same
emotional connection to the audience and Nash is a
great repackaging for them. There are a number of
those in our portfolio that will be converted; some
coming in September.
The multi-media content we originate for the Nash
brand – print, digital and live entertainment – has
been thought through and we’ve got projects in various stages that will roll out as we fulfill the promise of
what the brand can and will be. We’re about to cut the
tape on a Nashville facility that we’ve remodeled specifically for the Nash brand.
We’ll have content designed, curated and
built for the Nash brand coming from
that 2nd Avenue building.
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ing to be part of a new regional sports network. That’s
an example of nurturing a local talent and creating a
very big business. It’s not necessarily something that
has to be developed with the intent to scale nationally.
But bigger companies have the resources required to
put together the kind of product that will be successful in a scaled environment.
Also, our ability to compete for great talent is going to be within our grasp. Radio is going to be able
to create great local talent and make a play for great
national talent. We’re positioning Cumulus as the
leader in audio content and doing some great things
in some specific content verticals like Country and
the Nash brand. You’re going to see more of that.
We are hard at work developing what we feel is great
content that can be purposed locally and scaled, in
some cases, nationally.
You were heavily involved in the Nash Bash you threw
in New York, you’ve met on numerous occasions with
record label presidents and spoke to the CMA board.
What have you come to learn about this format as
you’ve gotten deeper into it?
At first, I was doubtful about how the country business model works, but now I’m appreciative of what
that model has done for the format. It has been
steered and maneuvered very successfully. Look at
other formats that have not had such strong guiding
hands. Rock, for example, has splintered itself into
irrelevancy. Country has not made that mistake and
won’t make that mistake.
It’s an amazing format based on its multi-generational appeal. You very rarely find a mainstream
format that has a targeting ability as broad and as
appealing as Country. I won’t reel off all the statistics
that most of your readers already know, but the listeners are very loyal, and that sells well. It’s a great format
for retail activation. The artists get it more so than any
format I’ve ever been involved in and are a huge part
of the process, in a good way. All aspects of the format
are carefully welded and knitted together to create a
very healthy and growing business.
A lot of the peaks and valleys that naturally
occur in more trend-driven genres have been
smoothed out in this format. From the writing
community to A&R to marketing to promotion
to the live event side of the business, country has
been carefully choreographed to minimize these
ups and downs. That gives anybody who’s involved
or invested in the format a lot of comfort knowing it has sustainability and will provide a good,
steady ride. The number of stations that are in the
format certainly bears that out, and the success of
the format against Top 40 in terms of ratings are
more than healthy in bearing that out. It’s a great
business to be in and advertisers love the business
for all those reasons.
You mentioned the country model and the early doubts
you had about it. Exactly what were you referring to?
Well, there’s a very healthy integration of the label
community and artist management into the radio
side of the business. The industry
organizations that drive country are
replete with people on the label side of
the business. You just don’t have that in
many other formats. You have content
providers and you have distributors.
In this business, the content provider
and the distributor are interwoven in a
relationship that’s very unique. That’s
very productive as you get to understand it. This is
a format that has to regenerate itself. It’s a product
that is relevant and hip, but only relevant and hip
to the extent that it continues to regenerate itself
and renew itself, and that requires the cooperation of the distributors, of the radio community, to
understand that and be part of that process.

“

Cumulus rolled-out the Nash brand in January. You
have about 84 Country stations, but Nash is only on
a handful at this point. Is the rollout going as anticipated, and what’s the end goal?
The development of our entertainment brand in the
Country vertical – that is ultimately going to be a lifestyle brand in Country – is going very well. We’ve got
some extremely exciting things coming between now
and Christmas. We’re excited and on schedule.
We’re in the process of converting some of our
Country stations to the Nash brand; not every one
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We know a live studio audience will be able to participate. Anything else?
Our facility will house a lot of content that we’re
developing to ser ve Nash affiliates. We can talk
more about that at a later date. Kix Brooks is obviously part of that process and he’s got his countdown show and overnight show coming from
there now. Blair Garner and his America’s Morning
Show on WNSH/New York will be hubbed out
of that new facility, and we ought to be lighting

them up by the end of this month. And, yes, that
studio is probably one of the first-ever designed
with all the multi-media ideas in mind. It’s fully
television-ready and has a studio audience component to it, which is fabulous. The print side of
our Nash strategy will also be based in that facility; we anticipate that happening over the next
couple of months.
How are WNSH and the new morning show you mentioned doing in terms of your expectations for ratings
and revenue?
WNSH is tracking wonderfully. It’s a two-share station
25-54, and we’re consistently north of a million cume.
We’re growing, and we can accomplish our goal of

It’s beneficial to the labels
to have a COO who is as
focused on content as I am.
being the most listened-to Country station in America
within the next six months. The morning show is just
getting going and we haven’t seen its effect on ratings
as yet. We expect to see some movement there in the
next 30-45 days. But we’re on track. Our business plan
is being achieved and exceeded in some ways, and
we’re very excited about it.
And revenues? How’s Madison Avenue treating Nash?
Very well. Every month grows over the prior month,
and again, we’re on track to our business plan and
then some.
Will you be putting America’s Morning Show on other
Cumulus stations at some point, or making it available
to non-Cumulus stations?
That’s a great question and one I knew was coming.
All I can say is that it’s a show that we’re excited to
have in New York and Blair and his crew are very

focused on taking New York by storm and we’re going
to let them continue to stay focused on that.
Along with the morning show, you have Cody Alan’s
evening show in partnership with CMT, and Kix
Brooks’ overnight show. Any plans for any other
national shows?
Yes, we have plans for more shows of that type. There
are some dayparts and shows that make perfect sense
for us to wrap the brand around. People can probably speculate on which those would be, but it’s not
far-fetched to think that we’d want to do something
seven-to-midnight that is Nash-branded. We’ll see
how that plays out. We’ve got a good partnership with
CMT and we’ll see if that continues or not. But we’ve
got lots of ideas and, again, I suspect a lot of this will
play out between now and the end of the year.
Back to Cumulus as a whole – what’s your take on the
programming and management systems you’ve put
in place, especially with regard to the way Cumulus
Corporate interacts with stations on a local level?
All politics are local and, at the end of the day, all radio has to start by being local. That doesn’t mean you
can’t put on great product that doesn’t originate from
a market. But these brands are local to the community
and they require a programmer, a custodian of those
brands who is trained, focused and can provide input
into what the community is looking for. We work very
hard on developing and mentoring programmers in
all of our markets and through our systems. As a company that is striving to be the largest audio content
company in the world, we need smart people who can
help create this content. Developing programmers
and people who have great ideas for content is a top
priority in this company. We’re hiring lots of people in
that regard and we’re focused on training the people
we’ve got and helping to elevate their natural talents
and gifts and make them better at what they do.
You’ve assumed a large role in the music decisions for
Cumulus stations. Not just Country, but in all formats.
With all the responsibilities that a COO of a company
the size of Cumulus has, why did you decide to take
that on and exactly what is your role?
One of my responsibilities is to oversee the content in
our company and music is a huge part of that content.
Given what I said earlier about country and the relationship between the distributor and the content provider, it’s important for somebody in my position to be
close to our content providers, our content partners. I
want to understand their needs. I want to understand
what they’re doing so I can give them feedback. I want
them to know our needs and to partner with them to
develop content and encourage development of content. That’s what this role is for me. That’s the clarity
that I’d like people to understand about my role.
Relationships with record labels and relationships
with other content providers is a top priority, and it
needs to be a top priority. At the end of the day, what
separates us from anybody else is content. Without
great relevant and regenerated content, we’re not the
company that we are today. It’s important to understand ... to cut through and make decisions quickly
about that. And I think it’s beneficial to the labels to
have a COO who is as focused on content as I am, so
they know they’re working with somebody who gets it,
who they can have very productive conversations with
and who they have access to.
Is making sweeping national decisions on music,
whether its about adds or rotations, just easier when
you have so many stations?
Part of that is true. We have a system that allows for
input from the markets on things that they think we
need to pay attention to and that are important to
them. And we do. Ultimately, those decisions roll
up, are blessed and away we go. But quality control
and decisions that reflect the best interests of our
partnerships are very important. People ask how I
have time to do it. And I say if you don’t have time
to do it, it’s a neglect of duty. This is a content business. How could you not have time
to be focused on what are arguably
some of the most important content
partnerships that we have, and that’s
with the label community?
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From your comments at the opening
of this piece, you seem bullish on
radio. What is your long-term vision?
Five or 10 years from now, where will radio be, and
where will Cumulus be?
As a business, radio will still be healthy. Hopefully
it will be in a better position to play for the digital
dollars. I also think radio will be much further consolidated which, by the way, will help address the first two
points I made. It will make the industry healthier by
making us more efficient and giving us more access to
those digital ad budgets. As Cumulus, we plan to be
participating in that inevitable consolidation. What
does that mean? I don’t know. But we’re acquisitive;
we’ll be opportunistic where it makes sense and where
it’s accretive. And I can tell you that we are going to
continue to expand and will continue to grow the audio content side of our business. Ultimately, that will
be the defining characteristic of a company like ours.
The ability to be a large purveyor of audio content
served up to people and consumers in a variety of different ways. That’s a big focus of ours.
CAC

